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All bookings online!
Preparing for Brexit means we need to process more data and
we need to further automate the booking flows. For that
reason as from 30/11/2020, we can only accept bookings
made via our on-line booking platform, C-Web. Manual
bookings cannot be accepted anymore as from that date
onwards. Please make sure your account is set up and
activated before that time via:
https://www.cweb.lu/static/application_form_and_terms.pdf

Did you know you can
find all Brexit related
info and manuals on:
www.cweb.lu

“One of the main challenges we currently have, is staying up to date with all
of the changes taking place and keeping our customers effectively
informed.”
We have quite a cocktail of uncertainty for Q4 including preparing for Brexit,
the impact of Covid-19 and the modal shift. It is good to know that with our
own fleet of vessels, we can quickly adapt our capacity to market demand
and have all the tools in place to cope with high volatility.
Our systems have been adjusted and newly designed to follow the correct
customs procedures, combined with the knowledge of CLdN customs
colleagues and our AEO permits, we trust to be well prepared.
“We rely on our customers to utilise our on-line booking platform by default
to ensure that data flows are running smoothly.”

Timeline
Today

Start testing
your EDI
connections
with C-Web.
Contact your
local account
manager to
have access to
our test
environment.

30/11/20

Online
bookings via
C-web only.
Make sure
your account
has been
setup and
activated.

21/12/20

All mandatory
consignment
information to
be send in
order to make
complete
booking for
both imports
and exports

01/01/21

End
transitional
period Brexit.
Import UK:
No easements
for controlled
goods.
Easements for
‘Standard
Goods’.

01/04/21

Import UK:
No easements
for sanitary
and
phytosanitary
goods.
Easements for
‘Standard
Goods’.

01/07/21

Import UK:
No
easements.
New Core
Import UK
model
including
‘Standard
Goods’.

DISCLAIMER: This document is intended only as an aide. It is strongly recommended that you seek your own professional guidance in preparation
for customs related formalities and obligations after the end of the Brexit Transition Period. CLdN Lignes SA (including all “CLdN” and “C.RO Ports”
companies and affiliates and CLdN directors and employees) make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy and
completeness of the information mentioned in this document. CLdN shall under no circumstances be held liable for loss, damages, costs, fines,
duties claims or other liability arising as a result of reliance or use of this document.

